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values you can bank on

APS, VALUES YOU CAN BANK ON
Back in 1910, APS Bank was launched
with a mission to help people save
money and improve their future
prospects. Today, we’ve grown to
become one of Malta’s leading financial
institutions with a wide range of
banking/financial services. However, our
roots never changed and we still work
extensively on cultural, heritage and
community initiatives.

At APS Bank, we’ve got what you need
to secure your future. Our distinctive
products include deposit and savings
accounts, business solutions, unique
home loan facilities and personal loans.
No matter what your requirements are,
our knowledgeable team is here to serve
you. And in this day and age, ours are the
values you can truly bank on.
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APS HOME FINANCING SOLUTIONS

OUR HOME FINANCING
SOLUTIONS
At APS Bank, we are very well-known
for our Home Financing Solutions
which offer very competitive packages
tailor-made to meet the unique
requirements of our diverse customers.
We are fully aware that your needs
evolve as you go through the different
stages in your life, which is exactly
why we offer a number of products
specifically designed to accommodate
your needs.
Through our different APS Home
Financing Solutions, you will be able
to buy a plot of land or a property in

shell form, buy a finished property
(that is ready to move into), renovate
or upgrade your present property, buy
an additional residential property for
your own use, re-finance your home
loan from another bank, and purchase
a property in Malta (applicable to nonresident individuals).
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HOME FINANCING
PACKAGES
First-Time Buyers
As Maltese people, we are renowned to be proud home owners. The pride of
ownership and sense of belonging are key drivers and motivating factors for
young couples and individuals eager to acquire their much-desired home.
Buying a home is a complex process and, as future home owners, you need to be
comfortable with the financial commitment you are taking on.
APS Bank has the expertise and knowledge to assist you in financing your home
with tailor-made home financing packages.

Thanks to these packages you can benefit from:
• A loan of up to 90% of the property
price or extension cost for amounts not
exceeding €600,000
• A loan of up to 80% of the property
price or extension cost for amounts
exceeding €600,000
• Competitive interest rates*
• Tailor-made monthly repayment plans
• Loan repayment terms of up to 40
years (or by the retirement age of the
breadwinner – whichever comes first)
• No Bank processing fees
• No Bank legal fees

Additionally, you could benefit from
the following optional extras:
• Rolling up part of the legal fees, up to a
maximum of €2,500
• An initial two-year moratorium on
capital repayments
• Financing of up to €25,000 for the
purchase of domestic appliances,
furniture, energy saving appliances
and equipment, and renewable energy
systems. This may also be included at
the same, low-interest rate as the rest
of your loan

• No Bank architect fees
• No standing order charges for home
loan repayments and insurance
premium payments

The following is required as part of your Home Loan:
• A life insurance policy for the whole term of the facility
• A building insurance policy covering the property replacement value
• The loan is to be secured with the property itself
*Please refer to the back page of this brochure for the relevant APR.
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Home Improvements
Do you want to buy a new kitchen? Are you building a swimming pool? Or do you
need to make urgent repairs? At APS Bank, our Home Financing Packages can tap
into the equity value of your present property (whether it has been paid for in full or
not), giving you additional finance to fund renovations or upgrades to your property.

Additional Residential Property for own use
An investment in an additional residential property is a wise move that could yield
fantastic financial rewards and give your family a change of scenery and lifestyle.
Speak to an APS Bank representative for more information about how you can
make this possible.

Home-Loans for Non-Residents
If you’re thinking of moving to Malta and want to buy a property here, then you
could also make use of our Home Financing Packages. Loan facilities can be
offered in Euro, GBP or USD.

Specific conditions may apply, such as:
• A maximum loan amount – 60% of the
purchase price

• The cost of the residence must
exceed €175,000

• A maximum repayment term – 25
years or by the retirement age of the
breadwinner (whichever comes first)

• Applicable rates depend on the type
of security being offered
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Fixed Interest Rate Home Loans
Worried about rising interest rates during the term of your Home Loan? If you are,
then a Fixed Interest Rate Home Loan may be the solution for you.
A Fixed Interest Rate Home Loan provides a set rate that doesn’t fluctuate
during the pre-agreed fixed interest rate period of the loan. This will allow you
to accurately predict your future payments. At the end of the fixed interest rate
period, the loan will automatically switch to a variable interest rate Home Loan.

These are the benefits of a Fixed Interest Rate Home Loan:
• Stability – fixed repayments will allow
you to plan your finances and stick to
your budget

• Cost – when variable interest rates
rise during the fixed interest rate
period of the loan, your repayments
won’t increase accordingly

Switching to APS Bank
It’s never too late to become another satisfied APS Bank customer – there are no
costs to worry about and very attractive interest rates that could save you money.
When switching from your current bank to APS Bank, any processing fees will be
refunded and bank legal fees for home financing related to your first residence
are waived. So it is definitely worth considering this possibility to improve your
financial situation! APS Bank also pays up to €700 of your notarial fees to make
the switch even easier.
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APLUS ACCOUNT
What is our Aplus Account?
An APlus Account combines a savings and current account with a Home Loan
facility in one account, giving you the opportunity to reduce the amount of debit
interest paid on your Home Loan.
Any deposits made into your APlus Account reduce your Home Loan balance,
however, instant liquidity is retained because funds can be withdrawn from the
account at any time by means of cheques, cards and/or internet banking.
Our APlus Account can also assist you in lowering the interest payable on your
Home Loan daily balances, by the amount of savings deposited over and above
your minimum loan repayments.
For example, if you have a home loan balance of €150,000 at 3.5% per year and
a savings account where you have deposited €30,000 and you net the balances,
you would be charged interest on just €120,000 (i.e. €150,000 less €30,000).
Therefore, you will be paying an annual interest of €4,200 instead of €5,250,
resulting in yearly savings of €1,050 per year.

Your money is working harder for you…
A typical savings account will pay an interest rate of 0.05% p.a. Thus, on an
amount of €30,000, you will earn €15 per year.
When opting to deposit your savings into an APlus Account, your €30,000 will
actually offset part of the interest charged on your Home Loan at a rate of 3.5%
per year, amounting to a whopping €1,050 per year. And that’s what makes our
APlus Account so unique!

Benefits
There are all sorts of benefits when you opt for an APlus Account, including the
fact that you can start saving money immediately. Additionally, you also get:
• Reduced processing fees*
• No Bank legal fees*
• No Bank architect fees*
• A very competitive interest rate**
• A FREE APS Premier Card
• A FREE APS VISA Debit Card for the
first year
• Saving of up to €1,200 in bank fees*

• No standing order charges for
insurance premium payments
• FREE Travel & Purchase Protection
insurance offered with our APS VISA
Debit Card
• The option of rolling over part of the
legal fees, to a maximum of €2,500
• An optional initial two-year
moratorium on capital repayments

*For first-time home buyers only. **Please refer to the back page of this brochure for the relevant APR.
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Main Features
At a glance, these are the features of our APlus account:

Borrow up to a maximum
of 90%

and may be repaid over the same term
at the same low interest rate.

You may borrow up to 90% of the total
cost, not exceeding €600,000 of the
purchase, extension, and completion
or refurbishment of your property,
provided that the facility amount
exceeds €85,000, and that your annual
income is at least €35,000. You may
borrow up to 80% of the total cost, for
amounts exceeding €600,000.

Additional Finance

Bonus Limit

This facility may be repaid over a
maximum term of 40 years or upon
reaching retirement age of the main
breadwinner (whichever comes first).
For further information, visit
www.apsbank.com.mt/aplus

An additional bonus overdraft limit of
10% on the facility amount (provided
it does not exceed €10,000) will be
made available when your initial facility
amount is fully utilised. This may be
used to cover other personal expenses

Further finance of up to €25,000 can
be made available for the purchase
of furniture, domestic appliances
and other home related furnishings,
or energy-saving domestic systems,
retaining the same low interest rate.

Repayment over 40 years
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BUY-TO-LET LOAN
What is our Buy-to-Let Loan?
Buy-to-Let has become a popular way to invest, as it is attracting better yields
than other types of investments.
The Buy-to-Let Loan provides you with the required finance to purchase an
investment property with the intention to rent it out. You may be just one step
away from being able to invest in an additional residential property which could
produce favourable financial rewards.

Benefits of a Buy-to-Let Loan:
• A loan up to €700,000
• A very competitive interest rate*
• Part of rental income considered for
repayment purposes
• The option to finance furnishings as
part of the loan

• The option of rolling part of the
notarial fees and stamp duty, up to a
maximum of €2,500
• A maximum repayment term of
25 years

Main Features
Borrow up to a maximum of 70%
You may borrow up to 70% of the total cost of the property, which can include
the acquisition, construction, finishing and furnishings, provided that your gross
annual income is at least €35,000.
Furnishing your property
Up to 10% of the value of the property can be made available for the purchase
of furniture, domestic appliances, soft furnishings and energy saving domestic
systems, retaining the same low interest rate as the rest of the loan. This part of
the loan can be of a maximum of €20,000.
Repayment over 25 years
This facility may be repaid over a maximum term of 25 years or upon reaching
retirement age (whichever comes first).
Rental income considered for repayment purposes
Part of the rental income received from the purchased property will be taken into
consideration for repayment purposes over and above your employment income.
*Please refer to the back page of this brochure for the relevant APR.
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OTHER SERVICES
Cards
Why carry cash when you can use the safer plastic money method? APS cards can be
used to access our ATM network, as well as the ATMs of other local banks. Furthermore,
you can also use our cards to pay at all major retail outlets via EPOS machines.

Local Debit Card
APS Bank’s Premier Card is a local debit card that is provided free of charge to
all APS customers. You may use this card to withdraw cash, effect deposits and
make other transactions from our entire ATM network. This card can also be
used at other banks’ ATMs free of charge (ask an APS representative for more
information).
The APS Bank Premier Card may be also used to effect EPOS purchases from any
retail outlet displaying the Premier/Cashlink sign.

APS Bank’s Premier Card is provided free of charge to all APS
customers. Benefits include being able to:
• Get a daily limit of €1,000, for cash
withdrawals and EPOS purchases from
retail outlets displaying the APS Bank
Premier signs (subject to cleared and
sufficient funds)
• Deposit cash (notes only) and cheques
into any APS Bank account using the
envelope provided by the ATM
• Request an immediate balance enquiry
of all your APS Bank accounts from any
APS Bank ATM
• Order a mini-statement of all your APS
Bank accounts showing the latest eight
transactions from any APS Bank ATM
• Request an account statement by mail

• Request a chequebook
• Transfer funds between accounts
• Send written messages or instructions
to the Bank
• Enjoy our ‘no charge’ policy on cash
withdrawals from APS and other
local banks’ ATMs (ask one of our
representatives for more information)
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APS Visa Debit Card
Our APS VISA Debit Card offers a fast, convenient and safe way to pay for your
purchases worldwide. It uses chip-and-pin technology and is therefore very
secure.
The APS VISA Debit Card is accepted worldwide. It is ideal to use when shopping,
dining, buying online or paying a hotel bill. It can also be used to withdraw foreign
currency from thousands of ATMs and banks worldwide.
Transactions effected through the card are visible on your APS Bank current
account statement or through APS 365 Online.
A daily withdrawal limit of €1,000 is set to safeguard you. However, the limit may
be adjusted or waived according to your needs.

Other features
• VISA Debit Card withdrawals are
directly debited to your current
account
• No bank interest is charged (contrary
to credit cards)

• There is a very low annual fee
• No charge on cash withdrawals from
APS and other local banks’ ATMs (ask
one of our representatives for more
information)

Overdraft linked to a VISA Card
You can apply for an overdraft facility limit in conjunction with your cards. This
enables you to benefit from cheaper interest rates when compared to other credit
cards.

These are the benefits of having an overdraft through APS.
You can enjoy:
• Instant access to funds
• Greater flexibility in cash flow
• A cheaper interest rate when compared
to a credit card

• No fixed repayments, subject to the
direct credit of salary into your current,
virtual or APlus account
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INTERNET BANKING
APS 365 Online – Banking day and night
APS 365 Online lets you complete day-to-day banking tasks at home, giving you
control over your finances 24 hours a day, every day.
APS 365 Online also guarantees a secure internet connection to put your mind at
rest when you are accessing your accounts, and is available for FREE when using
the mobile authentication method.

APS 365 Online Functionality
Once we have processed your subscriptions and you have either received your
temporary password or collected your token from an APS branch, you will be able
to login and perform the following transactions:
• View account balances
• Check account entries
• Effect inter-account transfers in local or
foreign currency, as well as transfer funds
from your accounts to any other third
party account worldwide
• Pay utility bills
• Open accounts in both local and foreign
currency
• Order chequebook
• Order foreign cash
• Order local and foreign bank drafts
• Create, modify and delete standing
orders
• View and print statements or place a
request to have them sent by mail
• Give notifications with regards to your
savings bonanza account

• Create, modify and delete sweep
agreements (automated inter-account
transfers)
• Request a new card PIN
• Notify us of any lost/stolen debit cards
• Notify us of a stop payment (transaction
also allows cancellation of instructions)
• View/order cheque images
• Request to increase the daily limit on your
VISA Card through the APS 365 Online
mailbox.
• Order VISA or Premier Cards through
APS 365 Online
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FAQS
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Interest Rate vs APR
The interest rate is the actual rate charged. This rate is used to calculate debit
interest due on daily loan balances, in accordance with recognised banking practice.
The APR or the Annual Percentage Rate is the rate that also takes into account the
compounding of debit interest allowed by Law (accrued daily and charged to the
facility account in line with its repayment frequency) and one time bank fees and
charges such as processing and legal fees, excluding insurance premia and other
third party costs such as architect’s fees. The APR is also known as the total cost of
credit and is used to enable you to compare offers and quotations for home financing
from different banks.

Fixed Interest Rate
Home Loans are granted over a long term, usually one that exceeds 30 years.
During this time, interest rates vary and may increase as well as decrease. When
purchasing a Fixed Interest Rate Home Loan, APS will guarantee you that the
interest rate charged during the pre-agreed fixed interest rate period will not
increase or decrease, irrespective of market fluctuations. This provides you with
peace of mind and enables you to budget/plan your finances accordingly.

Documents needed to apply for a Home Loan
For a loan application please provide us
with the following documents:

to be submitted by the architect on the
Bank’s Form AD8

• Application Form including Statement of
Affairs on the Bank’s Form AD3

• An architect’s estimate of works on the
Bank’s form AD31

• Copies of photo identification
documents

• A copy of PAPB/MEPA’s full
development permit, plus a plan of the
property, as approved by PAPB/MEPA
together with a site plan

• Your latest Income Tax Returns and/or
FS3s
• Your last three payslips and Contract of
Employment
• Trading accounts for sole traders/
professionals for the last three years
• Other banks’ current account statements
for the last 12 months
• Other banks’ latest sanction letter and
borrowing accounts statements for the
past 24 months
• The preliminary agreement or deed
relating to the purchase of your property
• An architect’s valuation of the property,

• VAT, NI (National Insurance) & CIR
(Inland Revenue) statements, if you are
self-employed
• A copy of the Energy Performance
certificate as per LN 261/2008
• In addition, we reserve the right to ask
for any further documentation to clarify
certain aspects of your proposal
• The Bank would be unable to assess the
applicant’s credit worthiness and the
loan may not be granted if any of the
above information is not provided.
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Contact Us Today!
At APS Bank our staff will gladly assist you in taking the right
decisions that are in your own best interest, even before you have
started looking for your new home.
Speak to one of our representatives at your nearest branch or
contact our Customer Support Centre on 2122 6644 for free
advice with no obligation whatsoever.
www.apsbank.com.mt

Terms and conditions apply and are available on request. Applications are subject to Bank’s discretion.
Home Financing Packages APR
Terms and conditions apply. A typical home financing APR is 3.04% per annum, based on an amount of
€100,000 to finance the purchase of a first residence over a term of 40 years, and is based on variable rates
as at May 2017.
APlus Account APR
Terms and conditions apply. A typical APlus Account APR is 3.56% per annum, based on an amount of
€100,000 to finance the purchase of a first residence over a term of 40 years, and is based on variable rates
as at May 2017.
Buy-to-Let Loan APR
Terms and conditions apply. A typical Buy-to-Let Loan APR is 4.17% per annum, based on an amount of
€200,000 to finance the purchase of an investment property with the intent to rent it out over a term of
25 years, and is based on variable rates as at May 2017.
APS Bank Limited is licensed to undertake the business of Banking and to conduct Investment Services
business by the Malta Financial Services Authority and is enrolled in the Tied Insurance Intermediaries List
under the Insurance Intermediaries Act 2006. The Bank is a participant in the Depositor Compensation
Scheme established under the laws of Malta.
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